ReDS™ PRO
Remote Dielectric Sensing
Lung Fluid Measurements for Heart Failure Patients

Break the cycle.
“ReDS is the fifth vital sign for patients with congestive heart failure.”
- Dr. William Abraham
A Vicious Cycle of Rehospitalization

Over a relatively long time (1 month), patients decompensate in mostly invisible ways with no noticeable shortness of breath or visible weight gain until just days before an acute event.

Follow up after hospitalization with ReDS in the outpatient clinic provides critical fluid information to a clinician to help them potentially stop the patient from reversing back up the ramp.

In a real world data analysis designed by Dr. Sean Pinney, Director of Heart Failure and Transplantation for Mount Sinai Medical Center, use of the ReDS system in the follow-up clinic demonstrated a 38% reduction in all-cause 30-day rehospitalization rate.

Follow Up + ReDS is a Simple Formula for Improvement

In the outpatient clinic, the patient can be evaluated with ReDS, have their medication checked, and treatment can be adjusted before discharge.

For more information: www.sensible-medical.com and info@sensible-medical.com


Please consult the ReDS User Manual for device performance, warnings, and contraindications.